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Yesterday I talked about when the old man said, “ I am not a human being.”  The old man

wasn’t just saying that.  He had done zazen deeply and more deeply until he manifested the

wisdom that knew, “ I am not a human being.”  It can be thought that this old man is someone

who is not attached to being a human being.  On the other hand, as I told you yesterday, the old

man can be thought of to be someone who is attached to God or Buddha.  The old man says, “I

am not a human being,” meaning that he can do the activity of not being attached to being a

human being, but he cannot do the activity of not being attached to God or Buddha.   That’s the

way I think about it anyway, I don’t know how you all think about it.  But that is how it seems to

me.

What is translated in your version as an enlightened man, dai shugo te no hito , means  the

person of great practice.  And that means somebody who has manifested the wisdom that knows

the nature of what it means to be a human being, what it means to be an existent being, and also

the nature of this world that we all live in. From the point of view of a person who has completed

the Great Practice, whether it’s God or Buddha, whether it’s the Devil or a human being, none of

those  things  are  seen  as  fixated  things.    If  you see  from the  eyes  of  the  person who has

completed  the  Great  Practice,  you see  that  you must  find  a  way to  recognize  two essential

opposing activities,  plus  and minus,  the  activity  that  forms man and the activity  that  forms

woman or you call  them tatha-gata and tatha-agata.  As I’ve been telling you over and over

again, and I think I talked about this yesterday as well, the two fundamental opposing activities

repeat completely unifying with each other, on the one hand, and clearly separating from each

other, on the other hand, over and over again.  That is the nature of our world and of us.  

Within  the  process  of  plus  and minus  unifying  and separating   over  and over  again,

inevitably they do the activity of revealing existent beings and oppositely, leading those existent

beings to annihilation. This is what you should be contemplating when you sit zazen.  It is very
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important to sit zazen and contemplate plus and minus, tatha-gata and tatha-agata, both acting to

unify with each other and acting to separate from each other.  According to Buddhism, within the

process of practicing the unification and separation of plus and minus, without fail, the wisdom

will arise that knows the state of not needing to be born and not needing to be destroyed either.

This state of not needing to be born and not needing to be annihilated will arise, without a doubt.

But actually, there are two of these states.  One state of not needing to be born and not

needing to be destroyed comes about through the plus activity taking the lead, being helped by

the minus activity.  Another state of not needing to be born and not needing to be annihilated

comes about through the minus activity leading, being helped by the plus activity.  

The husband takes the lead and is aided and accompanied by the wife, and through that

activity the state of God, (In Buddhism we usually don’t use the word God, we usually say

Dharmakaya, but its OK to say God.) is manifest.  That’s one.  And then the wife takes the lead

and is aided and accompanied by the husband, and again the state of God is manifest. These

states of God can be called results.  They are both results and there are two of these results as I

just said.  But there are also two states that are not yet results, two states of activity which are

also different from each other.  One of these states which is not yet the true result is the state in

which the plus activity is leading being helped by the minus activity when there is an "I am" self.

And that "I am" self is the self that must do living.  You should be able to see what is really

means to live from this.  You have to manifest the wisdom that clearly knows that the activity of

living is the activity when the man is leading, being aided by the woman.  The husband, being

helped by the wife will without fail arrive at the point of not needing to live anymore.  That state

is the ultimate result of living and as I said before, in Buddhism we call that God.  God will

appear through the living activity leading, but as I said before, according to Buddhism, God is

not fixated. 

God is manifest and I know this is difficult, but Buddhism says that this condition of the

manifestation of God, itself, is a state in which the husband is now at rest and the woman, the

wife is acting in the lead.  The woman is leading.  This state of God that is the ultimate result of

the living activity, is the ultimately large and in that ultimately large state the wife is taking the
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initiative. She is the leader and being influenced and controlled by that activity of the wife, the

husband can not remain at rest.   He also has to wake up and follow the wife and from that

activity, it comes to pass, that that ultimately large universe begins to contract. And from that

state a self is born and that self is the self that must do dying.   This world, this arena, is different

than the world of living.  This world of dying is the world in which the minus, female, negative

activity is leading.   But without a doubt, an "I am" self will be manifest at the end of this process

that doesn’t need to die anymore.  This state in which dying doesn’t need to be done anymore is

when the great absolute space, cosmic space itself, has contracted and contracted until it doesn’t

need to contract anymore.  The teaching of Buddhism and especially the teaching of Tathagata

Zen describes this  state as the ultimately small  universe,  the universe that is  smaller than a

sesame seed.  The self is manifest and it must live and it does the living activity until it arrives at

the state where living doesn’t need to be done anymore.  That is the ultimately large universe.

And from that a self is born that must do dying and it does dying until a self that doesn’t need to

die  anymore  is  manifest.   That  is  the  ultimately  small  universe.   This  is  what  you need to

contemplate in zazen until you can clearly grasp the wisdom that knows this principle.

 All of you say that you despise death.  That’s not the way you should think.  You should

take the teaching of Buddhism to heart and believe that through living you can manifest a self

that doesn’t need to do living anymore.  But also through dying, you can manifest the self that

doesn’t need to die anymore.  That’s what you need to contemplate when you sit zazen.  The self

must live.  That is in the very nature of the self.  But it is also in the very nature of the self to

manifest the self that doesn’t need to live anymore.  But likewise, it is in the very nature of the

self to need to die, but also to manifest the self that doesn’t need to die anymore.  When you

manifest that wisdom, that is called True Wisdom, Makahannya, Great Prajna.  Buddhism is the

teaching that says, when it comes to our salvation there is only one way to attain true salvation

and that is to manifest this great wisdom.  Therefore when you find yourself hating living or

hating dying, that is when you are manifesting mistaken wisdom.  When I say mistaken wisdom I

means that is when you are manifesting craziness.  The manifestation of living, the manifestation

of dying, the manifestation of not needing to live anymore, the manifestation of not needing to
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die anymore: These four manifestations are fundamental manifestations of what plus and minus

tatha-gata and tatha-agata do over and over again.  

Plus  and  minus  never  cease  to  act,  and  as  by-products  of  their  activity  these  four

manifestations  appear.   The perfect  manifestation of God at the point  of not needing to live

anymore, and the dying self, and the perfect manifestation of God at the point of not needing to

die anymore, and the living self.  Those four are all by-products of the constant activity of plus

and minus.  It is also taught to call the activity that has both of these activities as it’s content, the

Dharma activity.   The historical Buddha who later in his life came to be called Shakyamuni

Buddha by his disciples as they looked up to him, left as his last will and testament these words:

He said, “Just make the Dharma activity you teacher. The pure way of walking as a human being

is to simple strive to manifest the Dharma activity.”

The  human  self  is  born  and  comes  to  develop  what  is  called  the  function  of

consciousness.  And when that function of consciousness, even a tiny bit, manifests itself for the

sake of its own convenience, for the sake of its own benefit alone, that’s already a mistake.  But

it  is  natural  if  that  "I  am"  self  doesn’t  even  dedicate  one  instant  to  thinking  of  its  own

convenience, but instead just dedicates itself to just doing the Dharma activity, that there will be

no suffering for that self.  When the “I am” self does come to think only of its own benefit and

convenience then it becomes a problem for all of the other people around that "I am" self. The

self may come to think, “I’d like to conquer this world and become king of the world.  I want to

conquer  this  world  and  become  president  of  the  world.”   And  that  just  causes  trouble  for

everyone. On the other hand, if you can manifest the self that only lives to follow the Dharma,

then  when  you’re  manifesting  the  living  self  undoubtedly  in  the  end,  you  will  catch  the

experience of not needing to live anymore as God.  Always.   You will always manifest the result

of True Love.  In this case, the True Love manifest is with the husband leading, aided by his

wife.  

True human love is the love that thinks, “I want to give birth to your child and I want you

to birth my child.”  That is the true feeling of love.  Young people are probably really serious

about their thoughts in that way.  But then you get older and you just can’t do that stuff anymore.
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And then you want to have those experiences but you can’t really have them, so you want to

have them as sort of half a game. And you’re old so you can’t give birth to a baby anyway, so I

guess there is no big problem in that, but you shouldn’t play around when you’re young.  When

you’re young then children can result, so you have to be serious.  So Buddhism comes to a very

simple conclusion to this and says that true peace of mind, true salvation is through marriage,

through a loving coupled relationship.  In married life sometimes the husband is leading, being

helped by his wife. And sometimes the wife is leading, being helped by her husband.  Those

situations are constantly occurring.  And so Buddhism says that when we come to the road that

we human beings must walk on in our human life, it’s the coupled relationship that shows it most

clearly.  

Plus and minus manifest true love but no matter what, even if a child isn’t born, plus and

minus will come to separate from each other again.  There is no doubt about this old man.  He

has had the experiences of not needing to live anymore and not needing to die anymore.  You

have to see this clearly.  The old man has done some awesome practice.  But I’m sorry to say that

there is no getting around it, he still looks to me like the kind of guy who is still attached to God.

And if you attach to God, then you become incapable of really doing the Dharma activity.  God

breaks open, the state of True Love bursts apart and then a self is born and that self is born either

on the side of the process of living or the side of the process of dying.  The old man is in the state

of being of being confused.  He is asking, “ Please lead me to become free from being attached

to emptiness.  Please open up my eyes to new wisdom. I’ve manifested God.  I’ve manifested

True Love, and I thought that I was saved through that.”  But when man and woman separate,

when  plus  and  minus  separate  from each  other  an  "I  am"  self  is  born.   And  according  to

Buddhism, even a plant or a mosquito, every existent being has an “I am” self.  And every "I am"

self that is born is born in the same way. None of them are born complete.  To represent this

imperfect, incomplete self, the old man gives it his own name and he calls it the body of a wild

fox.  In this way the not-a-human being, the non-person can be seen as the imperfect self, but

you really have to understand what that imperfect self is. 

 The imperfect self when it is first manifest, the very first self that is manifest, as I’ve
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been telling you, is a self that receives an equal one hundred millionth portion of both plus and

minus. That’s pretty imperfect.  Then, according to the teaching of Buddhism, that imperfect self

looks to the left and right, or we can say to its inside and outside.  There it sees the plus and

minus  activities  that  it  has  not  yet  received,  those  plus  and  minus  activities  that  are  also

imperfect because they have lost that one hundred millionth part of themselves.  Temporarily, in

Tathagata Zen,  we name the now imperfect  minus activity  heaven and the  imperfect  plus

activity hell.  Originally, neither heaven nor hell exist.  The human self is born and thinks of

heaven and hell.  That is how heaven and hell appear.

Whenever  the  "I  am"  self  is  manifest,  it  is  always  first  manifest  imperfect  and  that

incomplete self is embraced on the inside by plus and on the outside by minus. Then according to

Buddhism, that imperfect self must act with will to make all of plus and minus its content.  That

will is the culmination of the development of human consciousness.  But where does that will

come  from?   The  will  comes  from  thought  or  consciousness  itself.   And  where  does  that

consciousness come from?  That consciousness comes from feeling and so you see that in order

to practice this, you have to investigate this development.  Buddhism says that you should not

uncritically accept the existence of consciousness or the activity of knowing and parade those

activities around.  You have to investigate how we come to do consciousness and how we come

to do knowing.  The "I am" self manifests itself receiving one hundred millionth of both plus and

minus.  The parts of plus and minus, however that are not part of the "I am" self are much

stronger than the "I am" self, itself.  And so Buddhism says, that without fail those activities of

plus and minus will again make the self their content totally and manifest the perfect condition.   

The Dharma activity separates into plus and minus.  This is called the Dharma activity

doing the separation of guest and host and we call the plus activity, the guest, the object and the

minus activity the host, the subject.    That’s  when the three worlds are manifest.   The three

worlds of past, present and future appear.  The present moment is the self.  In Buddhism we say

that present moment self can be seen as the subject and both the worlds of past and future can be

seen as the objects.  I think this is where the idea of subject and object in Buddhism is very

different than the European philosophical idea. That’s why I think that it is so difficult for all of
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you to understand this, but Buddhism says that the present moment self is the subject and both

mother and father, both future and past are the objects.  

Western  philosophy,  I  guess  we can  really  just  say  German philosophy  in  this  case:

Those German philosophers struggled and struggled and struggled trying to come up with this

idea of the inevitably of the unification of subject and object, thinking that they were only two

things that opposed each other.  But in Buddhism we say, of course subject and object unify,

that’s easy.  The reason that they had so much trouble coming to the conclusion of the unification

of subject and object, which is the same conclusion that Buddhism comes to, is because they

began their investigation in a flat way of thinking.  Buddhism doesn’t use a flat way of thinking.

The world of the subject is manifest when plus and minus separate from each other.  And when

the world of the subject is manifest, right at the same time the worlds of the objects, the worlds

of past and future simultaneously are manifest. This is very difficult to understand so I need you

to put energy into really contemplating it. 

The old man himself was having a lot of trouble doing this kind of contemplation.  He

was worrying about it and disturbed by it.  He understood that reality itself is the unification of

subject and object, and that is zero.  That is the emptiness activity.  But he didn’t yet understand

the principle behind why, when a self is born from that activity of emptiness, it is always born

incomplete.  It is always born as a fox.  The old man, however, is very sincere, very honest, and

he says straight out to Master Hyakujo , “I am imperfect, I am incomplete.”  But you come to

sanzen and all at once, you just start blah, blah, blah,blah, blah, uncritically asserting your "I am"

self.  BAAA! I just want to slam you.  But I can’t.  You’ll call the police and they’ll take me to

jail,  so I just have to sit there quietly and listen.  That’s why it’s so hard to teach Zen, here.

Without even asking yourself where that fixated self comes from, blah, blah, blah, you just go on

and on.  There is nothing to do for you.  There is no way to teach you.  It is just like looking at a

baby wailing.  So, I guess all I can do is unconditionally love you like a mother and embrace

you.  But then you don’t grow up! 

This activity never stops acting and plus and minus without a doubt will unify. When that

happens according to Buddhism, that "I am" self melts away into, disappears back into plus and
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minus and again the complete self is manifest.  Without doubt, we will meet up with the activity

of  the  unification  of  subject  and  object  and  the  perfect  self  will  be  manifest.   That  is  the

manifestation of true love and also the manifestation of true God.  Within the process of the one

hundred millionth of both plus and minus self, becoming the two hundred millionth of both plus

and minus self, the perfect self is manifest.  And yet, Buddhism further says that the true perfect

self  is  not manifest  until  the self undergoes being born and dying over and over again,  one

hundred million times.  This is really a mathematical problem and actually maybe it becomes

more that one hundred million times.  Anyway, for now let say, one hundred million times the

self is born and dies until finally the true perfect self, true True Love is manifest.

  Cosmologists talk about how old the universe is and I’m not really sure how old they say

that it is 15 billion years or something like that.  But it doesn’t matter how old they say it is, it

won’t startle  a  Buddhist.  Modern scientific  cosmologists  struggle with how old the universe

really is.  Buddhists say they have just only begun their investigation, compared to Buddhist

cosmology  which  starts  off  saying  that  the  self  is  born  at  the  ultimately  small  cosmos  and

inevitably  it  will  manifest  the  ultimately  large  cosmos.   That  process  takes  hundreds  and

hundreds of millions of years but at each step along the way, the 1 self, the 2 self, 3 self, the 4

self and so forth, between those manifestations of the imperfect selves, a complete universe is

also manifest.   For example a stone: we can say that the world of stones has one hundredth

millionth  or  one  three  hundred  millionths  of  both  plus  and minus  as  its  content.   And  the

development from the stone world to the plant world requires many, many repetitions of this

unification and separation of subject and object.  Then after all of those repetitions, the plant

world is  manifest.   And that  is  the state in which plus and minus have the state of the two

hundredth of both plus and minus.  And Buddhism says that the plant as a plant will manifest the

perfect plant.  And the Caterpillar, as a caterpillar, will manifest the perfect caterpillar.  The old

man is still troubled by these questions, “ Why is there a world of stones?  Why is there a world

of caterpillars? Why is there a world of fish?” The meaning of the old man’s question to Master

Hyakujo is,  “I am an incomplete human being.  I beg you to teach me the principle behind what

it means to be an incomplete human being through that, I hope to find peace of mind.”
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In any case, this is pretty fun for me, this sesshin.  Nobody is coming to teisho, there are

no outside guests coming, just my own home students, so I can just sit up here and say whatever

I want to say.  Without hesitation I can give teisho. During this sesshin, sometimes I can go way

off of the track, and give teisho that is really manifesting losing my way, and also very correct

teisho.  I can just mix it all together and not worry about it,  and so it’s fun for me to give teisho

without any guests.  

終

The End
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